We update our prior 2017 Graph Challenge submission [7] on large scale triangle counting in distributed memory by demonstrating scaling and validation on trillion-edge scalefree graphs. We incorporate recent distributed communication optimizations developed for irregular communication workloads [1] , and demonstrate scaling up to 1.5 million cores of IBM BG/Q Sequoia at LLNL. We validate our implementation using nonstochastic Kronecker graph generation where ground-truth local and global triangle counts are known, and model our Kronecker graph inputs after the Graph500 [5] R-MAT inputs. To our knowledge, our results are the largest triangle count experiments on synthetic scale-free graphs to date.
I. INTRODUCTION
We present an updated scaling study evaluating techniques for counting triangles in large distributed scale-free graphs. Triangle counting remains a communication-intensive computation in distributed memory due in large part to the presence of high-degree vertices that create a quadratic number of wedge-checks (triangle closure checks) that often require communication to complete the query. Our prior work on the 2017 Graph Challenge [7] built on heuristics designed to minimize the number of triangle queries by directing edges based on vertex degree [3] , [4] . We continue to use this approach in this work, and evaluate scaling to larger data scales than prior work with validation.
Two key advancements are presented in this work. First, an improved communication library YGM [1] was designed to meet the communication requirements of large-scale graph analytics like triangle counting. At the largest scales presented in this work, over 10 15 triangle queries were streamed from a production location (wedge center) to a consumption location (triangle check) and sufficient flow-control is necessary to prevent overflows along this stream. In contrast to prior largescale triangle counting [4] , if the intermediate wedge queries were required to be stored in intermediate storage using MapReduce, the storage requirements would be on the order of 16 Petabytes.
The second advancement is the use of non-stochastic Kronecker input graphs with known local and global triangle counts for validation. We designed Kronecker factors that share the vital statistics and challenging properties of Graph500 R-MAT graphs, which were designed to be difficult scale-free inputs for many distributed graph algorithms. This allows for inexpensive generation of inputs that are similar to Graph500 and can be used to validate a triangle counting implementation at scale.
All of these improvements have been included in recently developed CORAL2 benchmark 1 for benchmarking future supercomputers.
II. BACKGROUND & APPROACH
A graph G(V, E) is a set of |V| = n vertices and |E| = m edges, representing relationships between vertices of the form (i, j) ∈ E for i, j ∈ V. Here our input graph is assumed undirected, meaning (i, j) ∈ E if and only if (j, i) ∈ E. The number of edges incident to vertex i is its degree, written d i .
A triangle in G is any size three subset of vertices {a, b, c} that is fully connected, (a, b), (a, c), (b, c) ∈ E. The global number of triangles is τ. Local triangle counts at vectices are represented by the |V|-dimensional vector t, where t i stores the number of triangles incident to i, and local triangle counts at edges are represented by the sparse |V| × |V| matrix ∆, where ∆ ij stores the number of triangles incident to (i, j).
The key technique that our approach leverages is based on creating an augmented Degree-Ordered Directed graph (DODG), where the original undirected edges are directed from low-degree to high-degree [3] , [4] . Edges between vertices of equal degree are directed based on a simple hashedbased tie breaking. Figure 1 illustrates an undirected triangle (left), and the transformation after degree-based ordering (right). Using a vertex-centric programming abstraction, triangles are counted starting with pivot vertex p creating the wedge (p, q), (p, r) and performing a wedge query, sending a message to vertex q asking if the closing edge (q, r) exists. If (q, r) is found, then the triangle {p, q, r} has been counted.
In the vertex-centric paradigm, local triangle counts may also be updated at edges by adding a triangle to (q, r), communicating the presence of (q, r) back to p and adding a triangle to (p, q) and (p, r). If triangle counts at vertices are also desired, they are easily found by summing up all the triangles at every incident edge and scaling, t = 1 2 ∆1.
III. YOU'VE GOT MAIL (YGM)
One important change to facilitate scaling of triangle counting to a trillion edge graph on a million processors is the inclusion of You've Got Mail (YGM) for communication. By using different combinations of local and remote exchanges, we are able to create distinct routing protocols with unique scaling and performance characteristics. The two routing schemes we consider are Node-Remote and Node-Local Node-Remote (NLNR).
In Node-Remote routing, communication occurs as a local exchange to aggregate messages destined for processors with the same offset within their destination compute nodes, followed by a remote communication to send all messages to their destinations. The local and remote exchanges used are demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3 .
In NLNR routing, communication occurs as a local exchange to aggregate messages within a compute node with the same destination compute node, a remote exchange to send all messages to the correct destination compute node, and a final local exchange to distribute messages to the correct destination processor within a compute node. For the remote exchange, compute nodes are arranged into layers with the same topology as the processors within a single compute node. These layers are then stacked with communication patterns that mimic those within a single layer. This allows us to eliminate redundant pairs of processors communicating between the same nodes. An example of the remote exchange between a single layer of nodes is shown in Figure 4 , while the local exchanges are the same as the Node Remote protocol and are shown in Figure 2 . These combinations of local and remote exchanges give each routing protocol distinct properties. Node-Remote requires a total of 2 exchanges to get all messages to their destinations, compared to the 3 exchanges required for NLNR. The extra local exchange in NLNR allows further message aggregation over Node-Remote, working to increase the average size of message bundles sent between compute nodes. The lower overhead of only using 2 exchanges in Node-Remote allows it to perform better for small to moderate numbers of compute nodes, where average message bundle size is able to remain large enough to effectively use the network bandwidth on a system. Beyond a moderate allocation of compute nodes, NLNR shows better scalability due to the extra aggregation it performs.
IV. KRONECKER GRAPH BENCHMARKS

A. Ground Truth Local/Global Triangle Counts
Non-stochastic Kronecker graph approaches are able to form massive-scale graphs with known local and global triangle counts in linear complexity using two or more much smaller graph factors and computing their triangle statistics [6] , [8] , [10] . To create a benchmark that is similar to 978-1-7281-5020-8/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE Graph500 [5] (a stochastic Kronecker approach), yet with ground truth, we use stochastic Kronecker to create the factors, cheaply calculate the necessary statistics, and then use nonstochastic Kronecker product to combine the two small factors into a massive-scale graph where the triangle statistics are known via formulas in [8] .
A Graph500 graph G s (V s , E s ) of scale s is an R-MATgenerated [2] undirected graph with edge factor η = 16, tableau [0.57, 0.19; 0.57, 0.05], and has |V s | ≈ 2 s , and |E s | ≈ 2 5+s , where |E s | gives the number of stored directed edges (twice the number of edges in an undirected graph).
To create a two-factor Kronecker graph that has similar primary graph statistics as G s (for even-valued s), we create two smaller Graph500 graphs (with scale s/2, edge factor η 2 , and the same tableau) and use them as the factors A and B. Thus
. Formulas for global triangle count τ C , local triangle count at vertices t C , and local triangle count at edges ∆ C are given,
Because the worst-case bounds on enumerating triangles of A and B is O(|E A | 3/2 + |E B | 3/2 ), |E A | ≈ |E B |, and |E C | = |E A ||E B |, computing these quantities for G C only costs an additional sub-linear term that is O(|E C | 3/4 ). Thus, generating a |E C |-edge graph with ground truth triangle stats is O(|E C |) with this approach. Moreover, the approach is extremely parallelizable.
The combination of stochastic and non-Stochastic Kronecker structure also creates coarse-level edge densities that are similar to the Graph500 graphs. For example, the expected percentage of edges in the top-left quadrant of the adjacency matrix is 0.57 for both G s and G C , and other large regions can be similarly compared. The edges in E C are not independently sampled, however.
V. RESULTS
A. Kronecker Triangles
We use non-stochastic Kronecker graphs to have groundtruth global and local triangle counts, not to match Graph500 exactly.
In Figure 5 , we show the degree distribution and clustering coefficient distributions for a medium-scale Graph500 G 20 and our Kronecker variant G C , where local and global groundtruth triangle counts are known. Although, it is not a complete match, several of the algorithmically challenging aspects are maintained. The G C has a comparable number of hubs of similar order, small diameter, and some vertices with nontrivial clustering coefficients. However, there are fewer lower degree vertices and lower clustering coefficients amongst lowdegree vertices.
Graph500 itself has been criticized for low clustering coefficients [9] . If higher counts are desired with Kronecker products, self loops may be employed to boost triangle counts, and the (much more complicated) formulas for local and global triangle counts are given in [6] , [8] , [10] . Here, for simplicity, we employ no self-loops in the Kronecker product.
Variances in clustering coefficients are higher.
B. 1.5M CPUs on IBM BG/Q Sequoia
As part of the CORAL2 benchmarking effort, we were able to perform a full-system run on IBM BG/Q Sequoia using 1.5 million CPUs. Our largest experiment to date, trillion-edge (Scale 36) input took 3960 seconds to complete. The weakscaling results are shown in Figure 6 , the largest graph tested (Scale 36) contained 2.7 * 10 13 triangles and required 1.05 * 10 15 wedge closure checks.
C. Scaling on a Linux Cluster
Experiments to test the scalability of triangle counting using the Node-Remote and NLNR routing protocols discussed in Section III were performed on the Quartz system at LLNL. Each compute node features 36 cores (2x Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4 @ 2.1GHz) and 128GB DRAM. Nodes are connected using an Intel Omni-Path interconnect.
For comparison, results were included for a NoRoute protocol which sends all messages directly to their destination processors without routing through any intermediate processors. This protocol still aggregates messages within a single processor based on their destination, but no aggregation occurs between distinct processors within a compute node. This protocol features even less overhead, but will likely result in many small messages being sent.
The graphs used for these experiments were Kronecker graphs of small scale R-MAT graphs. Sizes were chosen to be equivalent to a scale 25 graph per compute node. Scaling results are shown in Figure 7 .
Considering the different routing protocols in YGM, we see the best performance out of the NoRoute protocol until it stops scaling at only 16 compute nodes. Between 16 and 128 compute nodes, Node-Remote performs best but stops scaling after 128 nodes. At 256 nodes and beyond, the NLNR protocol shows the best performance.
For the triangle counting algorithm used, the computational work is associated to wedge checks. Looking at the bottomleft figure in Figure 7 , the amount of work performed per node increases with the problem size. In the top-right plot of Figure 7 , we see almost perfect scaling for the work performed (wedge checks) per second of the NLNR protocol to 2048 compute nodes.
VI. SUMMARY
We present an update to our prior 2017 Graph Challenge work by demonstrating scaling our techniques to the largest synthetic graph scales to date, to the best of our knowledge. 
